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Approaching Association Planning With a Warrior Spirit 
 
Warrior spirit is an uncommon term in business. In athletics - yes. In religion - yes. Even in psychology.  
Kathy Marlor describes a warrior spirit this way: If you ever worked hard to get a college term paper done 
and “Aced” it or simply set a goal and didn’t quit along the way no matter how tough it got, no matter what 
obstacles were in your path, because you were so driven to succeed-then you my friend have experienced 
using a “warrior-style” spirit. 
 
I like the duo of a warrior spirit “culture” and outcome-based strategic planning. It’s a combination that 
energizes new debate about what is relevant, and moves a board and staff to new action.  The warrior spirit 
includes approaches including courage, resolution, commitment to overcoming obstacles, constant 
progress, capitalizing on strengths and overcoming weak spots. Consider your strategic planning approach 
with a “warrior spirit”: 
 
1) Any organization or product that is not relevant is going away. While the Internet is not making the 
associations extinct, it is requiring them to “up” their marketing game. It demands that the association 
reconsider their brand promise. There is stiff competition. Think of this as planning around the new normal. 
 
2) If you skip member research, and assume you know what members think is relevant, you are in 
trouble. How can an association be relevant if they don't ask the right kind of questions to learn the views 
and feedback of their most important stakeholders? Many associations conduct member surveys every so 
often. Your business demands value-based research one time every year. The same frequency that you 
gather your board to prepare each and every year.  State Association CEO Karen Gehle (KAR) believes “The 
primary purpose of annual member research is benchmarking – to see if we have made any gains (or lost 
ground) in how well we are doing in meeting the needs of our members.  So – when possible – I like to tie 
the current results with the previous year’s results to see if we are moving the needle.  The second purpose 
is to identify anything new we didn’t already know or have on our radar screen to help further define and 
refine our focus for our strategic planning process.” 
 
3) If you believe you are valuable but cannot articulate (sell or explain) your value to members, you 
have a problem. Only one industry I know requires association membership in order to do business - and in 
some cases, that requirement is going away. Like the rest of the association world real estate associations 
must offer a unique value to members. Think about the member benefits you offer. Articulating your key 
offerings doesn’t matter if you can’t connect them with something that members need to stay in business.   
 
4) If staff and leadership do not communicate clear relevance, your members will not get it. The 
goal is to change the opinion of your most important stakeholders. Convincing important member segments 
is the launching pad to influencing the "indifferent" ones. 
 
There are three basic needs that associations can best respond to: Helping members learn, earn, and most 
members believe it’s important that their association fight for their industry. True strategic planning is the 
result of courageous conversations. From searching, talking and even debating about important member 
audiences, what they need most, and real association competencies. Plan long term – strategic - outcomes 
to make those benefits more tangible. 
 
It's time to treat association like a for-profit business. There is stiff competition. Now is the time to embrace 
your warrior spirit. 


